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Is Triller the Future of Monetizing the Social
Media Experience?

In our opinion, the social media app, Triller’s singular focus on
maximizing the monetary value of each of its social media

monetization of each user will set this company miles apart from
its competition where it matters most… the bank.

With Over…

65+ Million Active Users 250 Million Downloads

500% Organic Growth Month-over-Month

It’s the future of social media apps
in the making.
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Triller’ [SILVER] EDGE
Unlike TikTok and other competitors, Triller’s platform will get the
most return from each user by giving them what they want most:
the next big Artist, and cutting-edge media technology.
“If you think about our company, it's not just about a user basis growing, it's
being able to monetize a user base. That's ultimately what's most important for
our company. That goes to show how well we can leverage our audience. And
we'll help to do that with more and more events, concerts, sports and live TV. I
think that the future is very, very bright for us,"

- Triller CEO and Co-Founder, Mike Lu

An entertainment platform built for creators, Triller charts a new path for social
media apps by leveraging highly-sought after influencers to create a premier
destination for music sharing, content creation, and artist discovery in the music
industry.  They strategize ways to maximize both the money a user spends, as well as
exploit the value of their massive user audience. This is done, principally, through
artist discovery, and cutting edge AI technology.

TrillerTV is the latest from Triller, offering original content through their major
investor, Proxima Media, will roll out 40 original shows with some of the world’s
biggest stars.  Jennifer Lopez, DJ Khaled, Snoop Doog, Alicia Keys, Cardi B, Justin
Bieber, Kevin Hart and Vanessa Hudgens are just some of the apps featured users
and content creators.  Most notably, they were the exclusive streaming service for the
pay-per-view event featuring Mike Tyson and Roy Jones, Jr, which generated $80
Million in Revenue for the company.

https://www.stockofferingsolutions.com/project/Series-I1A-Triller?rep=11016
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ABOUT Triller
Triller Is an AI-powered music video app that allows users to

create professional-looking videos in a matter of seconds. Pick a
song, select the portion of the song you want to use, snap a few
takes and with the tap of a button you have a celebrity-quality
music video starring you and your friends.  Triller allows users to

crowdfund, raising money from followers, partnerships, and
advertisers.

Triller MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHT

Mike Lu , CEO:

Over 15 years of product and technology experience working in mobile/social games
and online media. Mike is also a restaurateur working with notable chefs like
Dominique Crenn of Atelier Crenn.
CAREER HIGHLIGHTS:
Fusion8, Co-Founder- Acquired by RockYou in 2016
GREE, VP of Product
YuMe, Employee 5- a video advertising technology company

Paul Kahn , CFO:

Tech and Finance Industry Executive for over 20 years
Utilizing his commercial and strategic financial expertise, along with his vast
venture experience in building businesses to create a world class finance operation
to bring Trillers accounting and operations to the highest standard. Paul is one of
the most accomplished executives in the music and content space.
CAREER HIGHLIGHTS:
Warner Chappell, CFO and EVP- Warner Music Group IPO, $13.3B
Viacom, SVP- overseeing strategy and Development
Primedia, CFO - Business Information Group
EMI Music North America, CFO

Bobby Sarnevesht , EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN, CO-OWNER:

Proxima Media Partner

https://www.stockofferingsolutions.com/project/Series-I1A-Triller?rep=11016
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Triller INVESTOR HIGHLIGHT
Proxima Media A Major Investor who led the last round of funding.  Proxima has
produced over 200 films, grossing more than $25 billion at the box office, including
The Fast and the Furious, The Social Network, The Fighter, Mamma Mia! and
Limitless.

Warner Music Group Universal Music Group Pegasus Tech Ventures
Intersect VC Pegasus Tech Ventures UBS

Triller PARTNER HIGHLIGHT

https://www.stockofferingsolutions.com/project/Series-I1A-Triller?rep=11016
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SILVER EDGE SUMMARY
Limitless Market Opportunities

Triller’s international appeal and cutting edge technology for
creators will change the way social media apps think about

making money, and more adequately exploit money making
opportunities through their users.

● HIGHEST SCREEN TIME – Highest engagement of any music social platform in
terms of daily time spent on the application; users average 20 minutes per day
and creators average over one hour.

● BREAKOUT ARTIST SUPPORT – Integral in success of “Taste” by Tyga (6x Platinum),
“Big Bank,” by YG (2x Platinum), and “Old Town Road” by Lil Nas X (14x
Platinum) is the most ever for a single in RIAA history.

Highly Desirable Product Mix
● TRILLERLIVE - Famous personalities, such as Jennifer Lopez, host weekly 30

minute “live shows”
● TRILLERTV - features professional content such as relevant music, gaming,

docuseries and other forms of entertainment
● TRILLERFEST - virtual music festival, 5+ million viewers & participants April 2020
● “STEP UP CHALLENGE” - music battle where competitors can win prizes

Robust Intellectual Property Portfolio
● 9 Industry-Defining Patents
● Acquired MashTraxx, a machine learning platform for music and video editing

In the News
TrillerTV Launches with Jennifer Lopez and More Read Article
Triller Sets It’s Own Rhythm And Gains on TikTok Read Article
$250 Million Raise with $1.25 Billion Valuation Read Article
Record-Breaking Growth, Proxima Funding, and Acquisitions Read Article
The World Has Chosen Triller to Replace TikTok Read Article

https://variety.com/2021/digital/news/triller-tv-jennifer-lopez-damelio-family-jake-paul-1234905705/
https://techcrunch.com/2020/08/04/triller-tiktok/
https://pitchbook.com/newsletter/tiktok-rival-triller-seeks-funding-at-125b-valuation-kKQ
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/triller-announces-record-breaking-growth-new-funding-by-proxima-media-and-acquisition-of-ai-music-platform-300944115.html
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/triller-ceo-mike-lu-spac-tik-tok-social-media-185449101.html
https://www.stockofferingsolutions.com/project/Series-I1A-Triller?rep=11016

